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Abstract
The aviation industry is currently experiencing a social shift in the attitude towards flying due to the increasing awareness 
of the impact on climate change. This has led governments and industries to set emissions targets, although their achieve-
ment for long-range flights is subject to an ongoing debate. Among promising candidates are hydrogen and sustainable 
aviation fuels such as biofuel. To provide a meaningful ecological and economic assessment, an environmental life cycle 
assessment method supplemented by a direct operating cost analysis has been developed and is described in this paper. A 
wide-body transport aircraft (A330 class) serves as a reference design for developing conceptual aircraft designs with a 
planned entry-into-service in 2040 powered by liquid hydrogen or drop-in biofuels (based on algae, produced with oil-rich 
biomass (BtL) or hydrogenated vegetable oil (HVO) processes). Due to the large demand for assumptions, the ecological and 
economic assessment results have to be interpreted as benchmarks. The results for long-range aircraft show that based on 
the current fuel and energy production methods both hydrogen and biofuel as aviation fuel are more harmful (have a higher 
environmental impact) than conventional aircraft. For hydrogen aircraft, an increase in energy consumption of 2.87% leads 
to an increased environmental impact of 14.8% . Due to the high energy demand for biofuel production, its environmental 
impact increases by 548% (BtL) and 238% (HVO). Nevertheless, for a future scenario based on electrolysis as a hydrogen 
production process and on renewable energy to generate electricity, both hydrogen and biofuel-powered aircraft are less 
harmful when compared to the reference aircraft. The environmental impact reduces by 59.5% (hydrogen), 35.8% (BtL), and 
112% (HVO). However, the introduction of the new propellants involves a high direct operating cost penalty of 10.8% for 
hydrogen and 108% for both biofuels.
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List of symbols
Am  Lateral surface area, m2

c′′
p
  Specific heat capacity of steam, J/(gK)

EI  Emission index, g/kg
EINOx  NOx emission index, g/kg
FA  Fuel-to-air ratio
hv  Specific enthalpy of vaporization, J/g
ṁ  Mass flow, g/s
P  Pressure, MPa

ppmNOx  NOx parts-per-million, 10−6
T  Temperature, K
t  Thickness, m
�grav,tank  Gravimetric tank efficiency
�  Thermal conductivity, W/(mK)

�  Equivalence ratio
�  Combustor residence time, ms

Q̇  Heat flow, J/s

Subscripts
3  Engine station three
H2  Hydrogen
GH2  Gaseous hydrogen
LH2  Liquid hydrogen
NOx  Nitrogen oxides
o  Outside
Insu  Insulation
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Abbreviations
A332-K  Long-range kerosene aircraft
A332-H  Long-range hydrogen aircraft
A332-BF  Long-range biofuel aircraft
ADEBO  Aircraft design box
AEA  Association of European Airlines
AHEAD  Advanced hybrid engines for aircraft 

development
ATA   Air Transport Association of America
BtL  Biomass-to-liquid
CFRP  Carbon fiber reinforced plastics
CtL  Carbon-to-liquid
C3/C4  Configuration 3 or 4
DOC  Direct operating cost
EIS  Entry into service
eLCA  Environmental life cycle assessment
ELCD  European reference life cycle database
EPNdB  Effective perceived noise in decibels
FAR  Federal aviation regulations
FT  Fischer-Tropsch
HEFA  Hydroprocessed esters and fatty acids
HVO  Hydrogenated vegetable oils
ICAO  International Civil Aviation Organization
LEEA  Low emissions effect aircraft
LH2  Liquid hydrogen
LHV  Lower heating value
MTOM  Maximum take-off mass
NASA  National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration
OEM  Operating empty mass
PrADO  Preliminary aircraft design and optimization 

program
SAF  Sustainable aviation fuel
SS  Single score
TLAR  Top level aircraft requirement
TSFC  Thrust specific fuel consumption
TUB  Technical University of Berlin

1 Introduction

The growing awareness of greenhouse gas emissions and the 
dwindling fossil fuel resources have led the aviation industry 
to contemplate new propellants and advanced low-carbon 
propulsion technologies [1]. Hydrogen and sustainable avia-
tion fuels (SAF) such as biofuel are considered promising 
candidates to attain the given emission targets.

Hydrogen as an energy carrier offers, among others, 
the advantage of a high climate reduction potential as its 
direct combustion does not emit CO2 . However, its stor-
age poses a technical challenge due to its low volumetric 
energy density even in a liquid phase. Numerous previous 

studies (e.g. [1–6]) demonstrate the technical feasibility of 
liquid hydrogen ( LH2 ) as a propellant and present concep-
tual aircraft designs exploiting different applications (e.g. 
sub- to supersonic, short- to long-range, etc.). For exam-
ple, in the CRYOPLANE study of 2000 [1], a detailed 
system analysis of liquid hydrogen-fueled aircraft was 
funded by the European Commission in cooperation with 
Airbus and 34 other partner companies. The main objec-
tive was to provide a theoretical basis for the applicability, 
safety, and environmental compatibility of hydrogen as an 
aviation fuel for aircraft categories from business jets to 
very large long-range aircraft. The analysis has shown that 
hydrogen could be a suitable, climate beneficial, but eco-
nomical unattractive alternative. Further research would 
be required due to missing materials or parts and due to 
the lack of understanding the impact of water emissions. 
A more recent study emerged from the H2020 Framework 
Program [6] also deals with the assessment of the poten-
tial of hydrogen propulsion to reduce aviation’s climate 
impact. It supports the CRYOPLANE results and adds 
that a challenging but not impossible hydrogen production 
scale-up would be required. It is expected that the global 
hydrogen demand would reach 40 to 130 million tons of 
LH2 per annum by 2050 representing 10 to 25% of the 
global demand considering that maximum 60% of all air-
craft switch to LH2 . For the remaining aircraft, SAFs were 
considered within the H2020 study, which are already used 
blended in with conventional fuel since 2016 [7]. Various 
types (such as Fischer-Tropsch (FT) based SAFs) are pros-
perous future unblended or 100% drop-in fuels allowing a 
full fossil fuel substitution.

However, existing studies do not provide complete and 
transparent environmental and economic reviews of the 
respective configurations. The results presented in the 
CRYOPLANE study in terms of ecological and economi-
cal analysis are focused on short-range aircraft and are lim-
ited in publicly available data [1]. Also, Brewer presents a 
detailed analysis of the hydrogen aircraft technology and its 
impact on operational aspects on, e.g., airports in his book 
from 1991 [2]. However, the used method of direct operating 
costs is not up-to-date, and the environmental considera-
tion does focus only on air pollution at airports and during 
cruise and not on a complete life cycle assessment. A newer 
study from Troeltsch et al. investigates a hydrogen-powered 
long-range aircraft, which also solely assesses in-flight emis-
sions and does not consider the economical analysis [5]. 
Therefore, to provide a meaningful evaluation in terms of the 
environmental impact, a full environmental life cycle assess-
ment (eLCA) is necessary. A direct operating cost (DOC) 
model enables to examine the financial impact of airlines in 
respect of the prospects of new aviation fuels. Considering 
the aforementioned shortcomings of previous studies, the 
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aim of the study is to determine whether, and under what cir-
cumstances, hydrogen and biofuel aircraft represent viable 
solutions for reducing the aviation industry’s climate impact 
from both an environmental and economic perspective.

2  Methodology

The proposed methodology is outlined in Fig. 1 and the 
general structure of this chapter described in the following.

At first, as shown in Fig.  1, top-level requirements 
(TLARs) and initial assumptions have to be set. Based on 
that, the aircraft can be designed, which is explained in 
Sect. 2.1. A representative long design range is chosen as 
a TLAR, since the voluminous fuel loads represent a limit 
to performance improvements for hydrogen aircraft. There-
fore, using the in-house aircraft design environment Air-
craft Design Box (ADEBO) [8], a long-range conventional 
transport aircraft powered by kerosene was designed as a 
reference based on the Airbus A330-200 and abbreviated as 
A332-K. For the drop-in biofuel, the aircraft design remains 
unchanged and within this study, the aircraft is abbrevi-
ated as A332-BF. To introduce hydrogen as a propellant, 
the aircraft requires a new design due to reinforced existing 
components and additional new components e.g. hydrogen 

storage tanks. The long-range hydrogen aircraft is abbrevi-
ated A332-H.

Based on the aircraft data and different scenarios (e.g. 
electricity mix and fuel costs), in Sect. 2.2 the eLCA meth-
odology is described for all three configurations. First, the 
general setup of eLCA is explained. Then, the adaptions for 
the two biofuels, which base on algae and are produced with 
the biomass-to-liquid (BtL) or the hydrogenated vegetable 
oils (HVO) processes, are examined. The eLCA adjustments 
for hydrogen including its production and combustion are 
also explained. In parallel, a DOC model is applied, which 
is explained in Sect. 2.3.

For each section, a summary is added at the end to outline 
the assumptions. Additionally, due to the high demand for 
assumptions, sensitivity analyses are essential. Parameters 
are highlighted though out the following sections and exam-
ined in Sect. 3.

2.1  Aircraft design with ADEBO

To ensure an efficient and consistent aircraft design pro-
cess, computer-based programs are established. An exam-
ple of an aircraft design environment is ADEBO by the 
Chair of Aircraft Design at the Technical University of 
Munich. It has been developed for the conceptual design 
and the early-stage preliminary design of transport air-
craft, unmanned aerial vehicles, and fighter aircraft for 
application in research and teaching. ADEBO is based 
on an object-oriented data model written in MATLAB 
and offers high flexibility and extensibility due to its 
modular structure. Based on an iterative design process, 
the aircraft is designed with a set of initial assumptions 
such as, e.g., the geometry, propulsion, aerodynamic set-
tings, and TLARs such as, e.g., the design range or pay-
load mass. The aircraft is initially sized with the design 
chart to determine the important performance parameter 
thrust-to-weight ratio and wing loading. Also, a mission 
analysis tool based on [9] is executed calculating the 
required fuel mass and the operating empty mass. Sub-
sequently, the aerodynamic calculation is refined and the 
main aircraft components (wing, fuselage, tail, engines) 
are sized. Then, they are arranged to ensure stability and 
their masses determined. When the design reaches the 
convergence criterion (here maximum take-off weight), 
the process is terminated. Detailed information about 
ADEBO is given in [8].

All designs are undertaken using ADEBO and are 
described in the following. In Sect.  2.1.1, the design 
process of the A332-K and its initial assumptions are 
described. Sect. 2.1.2 explains in detail why the aircraft 

Fig. 1  Established methodology (green represents the aircraft design 
part, orange the life cycle assessment, and blue the direct operating 
cost part)
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design for the A332-BF and A332-K is the same. In 
Sect. 2.1.3, the A332-H design methodology is given 
including the general information on hydrogen as an 
energy carrier, the selection of the storage tank, its 
design, and the required design adaptions. In Sect. 2.1.4, 
a summary is added to outline the assumptions of the 
designs.

2.1.1  Kerosene aircraft design

The design process of the A332-K follows a methodol-
ogy similar to the one explained in [8]. TLARs and initial 
assumptions for the aircraft design are listed in Table 1.

First, the TLARs are shown: The payload mass was 
selected according to the actual payload-range diagram 
of the A330-200 [11] and a selected design range of 5500 
NM. It comprises the capacity of 293 passengers in a 
two-class layout, a mass of 111 kg per person (including 
baggage) [16] and an additional freight mass of 5400 kg 
(excluding the nine crew members [17]). The cruise Mach 
number was also set based on current data [13].

Additionally, the initial assumptions are listed: As the 
earliest hydrogen-fueled aircraft can be expected to com-
mence routine operations around 2040 [1], the technology 
level for all aircraft designs was adapted accordingly and 
implemented as weight reductions. A technology improve-
ment of 16% compared to the A330-200 from 1998 (initial 
service date [10]) has been applied to individual compo-
nent weights based on [18] in addition to a 10% future 
weight reduction on the furnishing. Parameters, such as 
the cruise altitude or the aspect ratio, were inherited from 
the A330-200 to avoid drastic geometrical or operational 
changes compared to the reference aircraft. The initial 
long-range cruise altitude is set to 39000 ft or 11887.2m 
and is required for, e.g., the fuel mass calculation or 

the environmental impact assessment. Furthermore, the 
thrust-specific fuel consumption (TSFC) for the kerosene-
powered aircraft is assumed based on the engine Trent 
772B [14]. The geometrical properties wing aspect ratio 
and taper ratio are taken from the aircraft characteristics 
manual of the A330 and are set constant within the design 
loop. Lastly, the noise properties come from the Noise 
Rating Index of the Airports Council International [15], 
which are needed for the economical assessment.

2.1.2  Aircraft design utilizing biofuels

The development of SAFs is currently receiving increased 
attention. Possible fuels include biofuels based on veg-
etable oils, and advanced biofuels made from, e.g., algae 
or synfuels synthesized from H2 and CO2 , which require 
different production processes [6]. The advantage is that 
they entail few or no changes in the aircraft design and 
fuel infrastructure. Minor changes are expected in payload 
and range because SAFs have a different chemical com-
position (e.g. lower aromatics). As shown in Fig. 2, they 
tend to have a higher lower heating value (LHV) and lower 
density compared to Jet A. The data shown are for differ-
ent SAFs from [19, Fig. 4] (referred as synthetic paraffinic 
kerosene in [19] which can be produced by hydrotreating 
like HVO and FT pathways like BtL) and for the nominal 
Jet A from [20].

In this study, the fuel is an advanced algae biofuel as 
considered in the eLCA of Johanning [22]. It is assumed 
that the biofuel’s gravimetric and volumetric energy 
density is comparable to the kerosene’s density and that 
the changes in the payload-range diagram are negligi-
ble. Therefore, the A332-BF design process follows the 
A332-K methodology. As the production pathway, the 
emissions, and the costs of biofuel are not relevant for 

Table 1  Top-level aircraft 
requirements and initial 
assumptions for the A332-K

Description Assumption Refs.

TLARs Number of passengers 293 [10]
Payload mass 37923 kg [11]
Design range 5500 NM [12]
Cruise Mach number 0.82 [13]

Initial assumptions Entry into service (EIS) 2040 [1]
Cabin layout Single deck, double aisle [11]
Cruise altitude 11887.2m [10]
Thrust specific fuel consumption 1.6 10−5 kg/s N [14]
Wing aspect ratio 10.06 [11]
Wing taper ratio 0.23 [11]
Aircraft certified noise levels:
Sideline 97.36 EPNdB [15]
Flyover 90.33 EPNdB [15]
Approach 96.74 EPNdB [15]
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the design, it is referred to Sects. 2.2.1 and 2.3.1 for more 
information.

2.1.3  LH
2
 aircraft design

In addition to the development of new propellants, disrup-
tive design concepts offer the opportunity to meet the goal 
of reducing environmental impact. These concepts include 
propulsion technologies such as hydrogen for direct combus-
tion in gas turbines or fuel cells that power electric motors. 
Within this study, the direct combustion of hydrogen is 
addressed in more detail.

Using hydrogen instead of kerosene has a significant 
impact on the aircraft’s design and performance. To under-
stand these changes, the following is considered:

– Sect. 2.1.3.1: H2 is considered as an energy carrier with 
its advantages and disadvantages.

– Sect.2.1.3.2: Since the H2 tanks are the most challenging 
new design component, a detailed review of the storage 
tank options (position, arrangement, geometry, structure, 
and insulation) are provided.

– Sect. 2.1.3.3: To ensure safe operation, the tank must be 
thermally and mechanically designed.

– Sect. 2.1.3.4: The effect on the aircraft design process 
and different components such as on the fuselage, wing, 
and systems is explained.

2.1.3.1 Hydrogen as  fuel Hydrogen is the most abundant 
element on earth comprising approximately 75% of all mat-
ter by weight, whereas it only exists in molecular form and 
as a compound such as in water [23]. With the extraction of 
the molecular hydrogen H2 , e.g., by removing the oxygen in 

the water, it can be used as an aircraft fuel. In the following 
hydrogen and H2 will be used synonymously.

To illustrate the potential of H2 , Table 2 compares some 
physical properties of liquid hydrogen and kerosene.

The first two listed properties show disadvantages of LH2 . 
It is 11.4 times less dense than kerosene, resulting in 4.1 
times more volume required based on the specific energy. 
The designer has the difficult task of integrating this fuel 
volume in- or onto the aircraft. A comparison is only made 
for the liquid phase because the gaseous storage option is 
impractical due to its four times lower volumetric energy 
density [24]. Other storage forms such as supercritical LH2 , 
carbon nanotubes, or metal-organic frameworks are either 
heavy or have not yet been sufficiently researched [1, 25, 26]. 
Moreover, LH2 must be stored cryogenically because of its 
boiling point. This leads to the requirement of a tank struc-
ture with a minimum surface-to-volume ratio to minimize 
heat leak and structural weight. The cryogenic property is 
accompanied by a tank system that must provide pressuri-
zation, venting, and insulation. Also, a slight overpressure, 
e.g. 1.45 bar, is required to prevent the ingress of ambient 
gases while increasing the structural stability of the tank 
[27, p.11] [2].

The last two properties are advantages. The greater spe-
cific heat of H2 in comparison with kerosene provides signif-
icant cooling capacity. For example, the fuel can be used as 
a heat sink to cool the engine and other systems. Promising 
technologies to improve the overall engine cycle efficiency 
are compressor pre- and intercooling or turbine cooling. 
With LH2 and a heat exchanger, the bleed air required for 
the turbine taken from the compressor could be reduced or 
eliminated and additionally increase the turbine entry tem-
perature. In addition, hydrogen is more energetic than kero-
sene. Overall, it has 2.8 times more energy per kg, resulting 
in a reduced TSFC [2].

Besides the positive and negative effects due to its physi-
cal properties, LH2 has drawbacks for off-design missions. 
If a shorter distance than the design range is flown, the tank 
volume will not be fully utilized and thus unnecessary tank 
weight carried. If the design range is exceeded, the payload 
must be greatly reduced due to the limited tank capacity [27, 
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Fig. 2  Relationship between LHV and density for various synthet-
ic paraffinic kerosene relative to aviation fuel specification ASTM 
D-1655 [21] (densities at 15 ◦C ), adopted from [19, Fig. 4]

Table 2  Properties of liquid hydrogen and kerosene, adapted from [2]

aFor hydrogen at boiling point, for kerosene at 283K

Properties Hydrogen Kerosene
Nominal composition LH

2
CH

1.93

Liquid densitya ( g∕cm3) 0.071 0.811
Boiling point at 1 atm ( K) 20.27 440–539
Specific heat ( J∕(gK)) 9.69 1.98
Specific energy ( kJ/g) 120 42.8
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p.7]. Within this conceptual aircraft design study, off-design 
missions are not considered.

Another aspect that often arises in relation to hydrogen is 
the importance of safety. It is generally believed that hydro-
gen is a very hazardous fuel since the accident of the airship 
Hindenburg. However, there are several studies proving that 
it can be operated safely. For more information, it is referred 
to [2, 3, 28].

2.1.3.2 Selection of  the  hydrogen tank configuration 
and  materials The LH2 storage tanks are the most chal-
lenging new components in the design of hydrogen aircraft. 
Several assumptions are necessary before starting the actual 
structural and thermal tank design, such as the tank position, 
arrangement, geometry, structure, and insulation type.

Tank position Within this study, the tanks are integrated 
into the aircraft. The physical properties (low volumetric 
density and minimum surface-to-volume ratio) are one rea-
son. The other reason is safety: In [2, Chapter 8], prelimi-
nary investigations of the crash hazard and tank vulnerabil-
ity were conducted. They found out that LH2 tanks are less 
susceptible to damage located in the fuselage than in the 
wing (such as for the current Jet A tanks). A reason for that 
is the significant amount of structure around the tank can 
absorb the impact loads. Additionally, LH2 is found to be a 
safe fuel as in case of a tank rupture, hydrogen evaporates 
and dissipates rapidly, posing little risk to the surrounding 
environment.

Therefore, there are two general tank position arrange-
ments for long-range hydrogen aircraft: top tanks and front-
and-aft tanks [29]. Top tanks cover the entire cabin length 
and have a diameter equal to 50% of the fuselage. A tail tank 
is added when the mission requires more tank capacity. For 
the front-and-aft tanks, one tank is located behind the cock-
pit and one behind the classical cabin section. A tank cut-
out is discussed to include a cockpit-cabin interconnection, 
which would eliminate the need for a separate cockpit door 
and give the captains the possibility to inspect the cabin. 
However, there is currently no regulation that imposes such 
an interconnection. Additionally, the separation will lead 
to different door, toilet, galley, and crew rest compartment 
positions, but it is believed that both options would have 
similar weights [1, 4].

In an analysis, Verstraete explored the impact of the 
configuration choice for short- and medium-range aircraft. 
He identified a considerable increase in tank weight for top 
tanks [29]. Another investigation was presented by Troeltsch 
et al. for a long-range aircraft [5]. The results showed that 
the lowest relative fuel consumption is for the front-and-aft 
tank configuration (see also [2, 30]).

Therefore, the front-and-aft tank configuration is con-
sidered in this study. To position the center of gravity 

appropriately, it is assumed that the front tank contains 40% 
of the total fuel [4].

Tank arrangement Additionally, a basic distinction is 
made between non-integral and integral tank arrangements. 
Non-integral tanks are supported within the conventional 
fuselage structure. They are designed to take only loads asso-
ciated with containment of the fuel, e.g. pressure loads, fuel 
dynamic loads, and thermal stresses. In contrast, integral 
tanks are integrated into the aircraft structure and include 
the fuselage frame inside the tank. In addition to the men-
tioned loads, they must be capable of withstanding all the 
axial, bending, and shear stresses of the fuselage [2, 27, 31]. 
Considering the conceptual design of the LH2 aircraft, the 
non-integral tank concept is selected as it does not require 
detailed information about the fuselage geometry or loads, 
and no structural changes to the fuselage frame are needed.

Tank geometry Another aspect to be considered is the 
tank’s shape. Theoretically, the optimum tank shape is a 
sphere, because the stress and strain are uniformly distrib-
uted and the surface-to-volume ratio is the lowest. Due to 
the difficulty in manufacturing, large-sized spherical con-
tainers are expensive [32]. Considering tanks located inside 
the fuselage, using one spherical tank would lead to a high 
fuselage diameter while using multiple small tanks would 
increase their total mass. Therefore, a cylindrical tank shape 
for the front tank and a conical shape for the aft tank are 
preferred. Here, it is also important to investigate the shape 
of the end closure of the tanks. Brewer [2] studied three 
possible dome-shape configurations depicted in Fig. 3. The 
result was that hemispherical domes were the least efficient 
in terms of cost and the elliptical and the torispherical domes 
offered approximately equal DOC. The torispherical tank 
end configuration was chosen for this study.

Tank structure The choice of structure is the next feature 
to be considered. As a FAR requirement demands that each 
engine must be supplied with fuel from a separate tank dur-
ing take-off, a bulkhead is provided in each tank to split it 
physically in two. The bulkhead material is chosen to be 
the same as for the tank’s pressure vessel [2]. The pressure 
vessel is directly exposed to the fuel and hence the material 
choice plays a major role in providing a safe and reliable 

Fig. 3  End closure configurations, [33] adapted from [2, Figure 4-72]
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structure. The key characteristics of the material include 
the cryogenic temperature, H2 permeation, and material 
embrittlement. Mital et al. report that potential wall mate-
rial candidates are monolithic metals as well as composites 
and hybrid constructions such as metal matrix composites 
[34]. Since hybrids are not widely used in cryogenic tanks, 
they are neglected here. As the use of composite materi-
als offers a weight advantage over conventional metallic 
designs ([35], 30% weight saving), they are considered as 
the reference tank material within this study. The selected 
baseline material is IM7/977-2, which is already used in 
space applications for cryogenic tanks. The major disad-
vantage of composites is their high H2 permeation. There-
fore, Schultheiß recommends a 1mm aluminum liner, which 
reduces H2 permeation to an acceptable level [36]. Possible 
metals that show acceptable properties under cryogenic 
conditions are austenitic stainless steels, titanium, and alu-
minum alloys. Aluminum alloys show only minimal suscep-
tibility to hydrogen embrittlement, and have a lower density 
than steel or titanium. Brewer performed an extensive study 
of the mechanical design of the tank wall and recommended 
aluminum Al 2219 T851 [2] (see also [4, 27]). This material 
is considered in a parameter study in Sect. 3.4.

Tank insulation The last important point in tank design is 
the insulation1. Here, the main objective is to maintain the 
cryogenic temperature and minimize boil-off for a minimum 
increase in weight. By keeping the tank in a ’cold condition’, 
the extreme thermal cycling of the tank structure is limited. 
The broad classes of possible aerospace cryogenic insulation 
systems include vacuum jackets, foams, perlites, aerogels, 
and multilayer insulation (MLI) systems. In this study, the 
foam-based insulation shown in Fig. 4 forms the basis for the 
LH2 tank design. A detailed discussion is outside the scope 
of this study but is covered in [2, 4, 34].

2.1.3.3 Hydrogen tank design The overall objective is 
to ascertain the dimensions and the total mass of the tank 
based on the fuel weight and the necessary tank volume. The 
driving tank properties are the tank wall thickness ensuring 

that the tank withstands the applied loads and the insulation 
thickness regulating the heat flux which can be determined 
with mechanical and thermal design models. In the next 
sections, a general introduction to the compromise of these 
models is given followed by details about the mechanical, 
thermal design, and sizing methods.

General setup The influence of the loads and the effec-
tiveness of the insulation must be considered in several oper-
ating cases: the first case is the in-flight operation. During 
the flight, the pressure will rise in the tank due to the heat 
entering through the insulation, resulting in the conversion 
of LH2 in GH2 . However, the pressure will fall due to fuel 
consumption in flight. If the system were optimally designed, 
i.e. with optimum insulation and corresponding fuel con-
sumption, evaporation losses would be avoided. However, 
operating on ground will lead to a large increase in pressure 
due to the heat input without a counteracting effect, as the 
aircraft is fully fueled without consuming fuel. Therefore, 
the tank design must ensure that the tank operates safely 
despite the varying pressure in-flight and increasing pressure 
on the ground. According to Brewer, H2 vented on ground 
can be recovered very economically, however, the quantity 
vented during flight is of major concern because it is simply 
lost [2, p.164-165]. In this study, a similar approach to that 
outlined in [2] and [27] is adapted: the absolute pressure 
in the tank is kept constant, thus ensuring that there is no 
risk of collapse or overpressurization. When the pressure 
decreases, LH2 is converted into GH2 with the proposed tank 
pressure generation system [2, Ch. 4.3.2]. When the pressure 
in the tank exceeds the maximum tank pressure, the excess 
gaseous hydrogen has to be vented.

Mechanical design With the approach of constant abso-
lute tank pressure, the tank pressure vessel and therefore 
the tank wall thickness can be calculated. As non-integral 
tanks have been selected, they only have to sustain the loads 
associated with fuel containment. In this design phase, insuf-
ficient data are available to consider all of these loads and 
a detailed finite element analysis is not feasible within the 
scope of this work. The tanks are thus designed based on 
an analytical approach (ASME Boiler and Pressure vessel 
code) for the pressurization loads including safety factors to 
account for the other loads [2, 4, 37]. This approach requires 
assumptions for the storage pressure and the allowable stress 
of the tank material.

The recommended storage pressure is at 21 psi or 1.45 
bar. The highest differential pressure acting on the tank 
occurs at the highest cruise altitude. The differential pres-
sure is multiplied by a factor of 1.1 to allow for relief valve 
tolerance and inertia effects, and a factor of 1.5 to allow for 
fuel dynamic loads. [2, p.155]

As the design loads are known, the allowable stresses 
can be determined to calculate the wall thickness. Table 3 
summarizes the properties of aluminum Al 2219 T851 and 

Fig. 4  Non-integral tank design with a rigid, closed-cell polyurethane 
foam insulation applied to the exterior of the tank wall and two vapor 
barriers, [33] adapted from [2, Figure 4-79]

1 Insulation also has to be applied to the fuel supply system. The 
implementation is described in 2.1.3.4.
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CFRP IM7/977-2. It shows that the range of CFRP den-
sity and strength values found in the literature is very wide. 
Additionally, it must be taken into account that formulas 
such as the general calculation of a cylindrical pressure 
vessel based on ASME have been developed for isotropic 
materials [38, p.412-3]. The same applies to the dimensions 
of torispherical heads, which are given in [39]. However, 
for composite materials, the allowable stresses depend on 
the particular laminate and would have to be determined by 
testing or by conservative estimates based on the previous 
testing of similar laminates. As the maximum circumfer-
ential stress data are uncertain, the assumption of a 30% 
weight reduction compared to the aluminum tank is taken as 
a basis. Using the general ASME formula from [38, p.412-
3], the strength assumption was adjusted to match the weight 
reduction.

Thermal design To estimate the insulation thickness, a 
simplified thermodynamic model adapted from [27] was 
implemented in ADEBO. The chosen use case is a tank 
filled to 98% capacity ( 2% ullage filled with GH2 [2, p.31]) 
designed under on-the-ground conditions. The mean outer 
temperature To is set to 290K [2, Table 4-30]. The tempera-
ture of the liquid TLH2 is 20K , equal to the maximum boiling 
point. The vapor temperature near the liquid TGH2 is consid-
ered to be 36K [2, Table 4-29].

It is assumed that heat is lost from the tank via the heat 
loss flow Q̇ which is equal to the evaporating mass flow ṁ 
multiplied by the specific enthalpy of vaporization hv:

with ṁ set equal to 0.167% by weight per hour of the fuel 
mass [5]. The specific enthalpy of vaporization is the sum 
of the specific enthalpy of LH2 hv,LH2 = 446J/g at the boiling 
point [4, Table A.1] and the increase in the enthalpy due to 
the temperature difference relative to GH2 �hv,GH2:

(1)Q̇[J/s] = ṁ[g/s] ⋅ hv[J/g]

(2)
hv[J/g] = hv,LH2[J/g] + �hv,GH2[J/g]

= hv,LH2 + c��
p
[J∕(g K)] ⋅ (TGH2 − TLH2)[K]

with the specific heat capacity of saturated H2 steam 
c��
p
= 12.5J∕(g K) . The ullage filled with GH2 is neglected:

with Am as the mean lateral surface area of the tank and 
�Insu as the thermal conductivity of the selected polyurethane 
closed cell foam insulation. The thermal conductivity was 
chosen as 20 ⋅ 10−3W∕(mK) with a mean wall temperature 
of 155K ( [4, p.52], [2, Figure 4-78]).

It appears straightforward to determine the tank size 
once the tank layer thicknesses and the fuel volume are 
known since the tank is constrained in its diameter due to 
the fuselage. However, the insulation thickness depends 
on the lateral surface area (see Equation 3) meaning that 
with increased fuel mass, the insulation thickness changes 
influencing the inner tank volume, total length, the aircraft’s 
maximum take-off weight, and subsequently the fuel mass 
again. Therefore, the sizing method is a highly iterative 
method requiring a convergence loop. Additionally, a factor 
of 3.8% is applied to the fuel volume to account for net tank 
contraction or expansion due to cooling and pressurization, 
internal structure and equipment, trapped and unusable fuel, 
and ullage2 [2, Table 3.4].

The total tank mass can be calculated based on the overall 
dimensions. The tank consists of: the pressure vessel (an 
aluminum alloy liner of 1mm is applied for a CFRP pressure 
vessel), insulation, vapor barrier, bulkhead, and fairing. The 
masses are determined based on the volume or surface area 
and the material density (see Fig. 4).

Due to the high amount of uncertainties, the tank mass, 
respectively gravimetric storage efficiency �grav,tank (ratio of 
fuel mass to the sum of fuel and tank mass), is varied in a 
parameter study. The Clean Sky report assumed 0.38 for 
the tank efficiency specifically for long-range [6]. This is 
in range with Huete et al. assuming an interval from a pes-
simistic 0.3 to an optimistic of 0.85 [43]. To understand the 
sensitivity, this is considered in a parameter study.

2.1.3.4 Aircraft design process adaptions Additional adap-
tions for the A332-H are required: First, as the fuel tanks 
are located inside the fuselage, the total length of the LH2 
aircraft could exceed the 80m gatebox constraint or lead 
to tail scrape problems at take-off. A double deck layout 
can shorten the fuselage as it reduces the cabin length by 
placing the passengers on a second deck. Furthermore, this 
configuration leads to an increased fuselage diameter that is 
beneficial in terms of shorter hydrogen storage tanks. Thus, 

(3)Q̇[J/s] = Am[m
2] ⋅

𝜆Insu[W∕(mK)]

tInsu[m]
⋅ (To − TLH2)[K]

Table 3  Properties of different tank wall materials [2, Table  4-19], 
[40, p.4], [41, 42]

a In literature: 1530–1600kg∕m3.
b In literature: 600–2690MPa (high uncertainty). With assumption for 
−30% weight, strength value was adjusted based on ASME formula.
cCan be reduced by using a thin aluminum liner

CFRP IM7/977-2 Aluminum 
2219 T851

Density ( kg∕m3) 1565a 2850
Hoop strength (MPa) 375b 172
Permeability Highc Low

2 The volumetric allowance for boil-off is not included, as it is 
already considered in the thermal design [2, Table 3.4].
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within this study, a double deck layout is implemented for 
the A332-H.

One of the most important advantages that LH2 offers is 
its high LHV which results in 2.8 times less fuel required. 
Therefore, the TSFC stated in Table 1 for A332-K is reduced 
to 0.571 10−5kg∕(sN) for A332-H.

For conventional aircraft, the fuel is stored, among others, 
in the wing. The fuel mass reduces the root bending moment 
generated by lift. As for H2 in-fuselage storage is neces-
sary, but the bending moment and flutter effect still occurs, 
the wing must be reinforced to withstand these effects. Ver-
straete evaluates the magnitude of weight increase using the 
inertia relief factor according to [44]. He estimates an overall 
wing weight increase of 6% [18].

The fuselage of the LH2 aircraft needs to be reinforced as 
the two tanks exert additional point loads on the structure. 
This leads to an estimated 6% increase in fuselage mass [2, 
p.22, 36-37].

Another change is the more complex fuel supply system. 
The fuel pipes must be insulated in the same way as the 
tanks to ensure steady fuel flow. Brewer recommends add-
ing 80% to the Jet A fuel system mass estimation method 
[2, p.37].

If the pressure in the tank exceeds the nominal pressure, 
the fuel must be vented. Therefore, a trip fuel loss of 1.375% 
has been introduced [27, p.160]. The percentage value was 
estimated based on the fraction of the densities of the vented 
gaseous phase relative to the stored liquid phase. Due to the 
uncertainties associated with this estimation, the influence 
of this value was explored in a parameter study ranging from 
0 to 2.75% in Sect. 3.4.

2.1.4  Summary

Following design assumptions are made: A332-K is a long-
range conventional powered aircraft with an EIS in 2040. 
The biofuel (fresh water microalga) is considered a drop-in 
and consequently, no design changes are required. For the 
hydrogen-powered aircraft A332-H, significant changes in 
the design are made including the most challenging hydro-
gen tank integration. The assumptions are summarized in 
Table 4.

2.2  Environmental life cycle assessment model

Environmental life cycle analyses are a widely used tool 
in determining the environmental impact of aircraft. They 
incorporate not only the operational phase of an aircraft but 
also, among others the fuel production, providing a com-
plete picture of the environmental impact. Several eLCA’s 
of aircraft have been carried out, e.g., [22, 45–48]. Due to 
its free availability and its ability to analyze kerosene-, bio-
fuel- and H2-powered aircraft, the model by Johanning is 

used in this study [22]. It is a comprehensive eLCA model 
that integrates easily into the aircraft design process. The 
following gives an overview of the method with a focus on 
biofuel and hydrogen aircraft. A detailed description of the 
complete model can be found in [22].

According to DIN EN ISO 14040, an eLCA consists 
of four steps: (1) goal and scope definition, (2) inventory 
analysis, (3) impact assessment, and (4) interpretation of 
the results. In this study, the goal and scope is the compara-
tive analysis of different civil aircraft concepts in terms of 
their environmental impact from cradle to grave. The aircraft 
life cycle is shown in Fig. 5 is split into four main phases: 
the design and development (includes, e.g., the electricity 
needed for the computer use), the production (includes, e.g., 
the resources required and emissions during the material 
production), the operation (includes, e.g., what is emitted 
during cruise) and end-of-life (includes, e.g., material of the 
aircraft that can be reused).

The inventory analysis of Johanning’s model is primarily 
based on the EU’s ELCD database. For the impact analy-
sis, the ReCiPe 2008 method3 is employed. It calculates the 
environmental impact of the aircraft in terms of a so-called 
single score (SS) [points/ passenger-kilometer] based on 
the results of the inventory analysis. The SS is the aggrega-
tion of three endpoint categories (damage to human health, 
ecosystem diversity, and resource availability) or 18 mid-
point categories (e.g. climate change, ozone depletion, water 
consumption, land occupation, particulate matter formation, 
etc.). The uncertainties increase from the inventory analysis, 
over midpoint and endpoint categories, to the single score. 
They are addressed via different weightings, perspectives, 
and regions that group distinct sources of uncertainty and 
choices [52]. In this study, the region world, the perspective 
hierarchist, and the average weighting are chosen for the 
reasons outlined in [22, p.28].

There are two aspects that need to be considered in the 
evaluation when switching from short-haul to long-haul. 
First, the number of aircraft in a family is smaller. Johan-
ning recommends a size of 20000 for short-haul and 2000 
for long-haul [22, p.31], which is consistent with Airbus’ 
data (currently 2087 aircraft of types A330/A340/350, [53]). 
Secondly, the total duration required for the ground handling 
of an aircraft differs for the aircraft categories light, medium 
and heavy [54, p.22]. For the A330-200, and respectively 
the A332-K, a ground handling time of 75min is selected.

In the following, the adjustments of the eLCA method 
by Johanning to account for biofuel and LH2 are outlined in 

3 The ReCiPe 2008 method was enhanced by Johanning in the mid-
point category climate change takes into consideration persistent 
contrails, contrail cirrus, and NO

x
 effects of aircraft on climate. The 

altitude-dependence of these effects is based on 1D climate functions 
from the LEEA project [50, 51].
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Sect. 2.2.1 and Sect. 2.2.2, respectively. At the end of this 
section, a summary is added in Sect. 2.2.3 to outline the 
assumptions of the eLCA.

2.2.1  Adjustments for Aircraft utilizing Biofuels

As described in Sect. 2.1.2, the biofuels considered within 
this study are assumed to be drop-in (therefore no changes 
to the aircraft itself) and they are expected to have lower 
aromatics (meaning different combustion emissions). This 
means that only the eLCA processes for fuel production and 
fuel combustion during operation have to be adopted.

Johanning considers two different biofuels in his work 
[22, 55]: one produced via the BtL process using FT synthe-
sis, and the other by HVO via the process of the Universal 
Oil Products Limited Liability Company. Both processes 
are based on the use of fresh water microalga Auxenochlo-
rella protothecoides as biomass. The processes are shown 
schematically in Fig. 6. Both biofuel production processes 
consist of the cultivation of the microalgae, harvesting, raw 
material extraction and refinement, and the fuel production 
itself. While the cultivation is the same for both processes, 
the algae harvesting used in the HVO process consists solely 
of preconcentration, but not of cell disruption and dewater-
ing as in the BtL process. As the BtL process requires dry 
biomass and the HVO oil for the fuel production step, the 
raw material extraction and refinement are also different. 
Gehrer provides input data on both processes in her work 
[56], which Johanning used in his eLCA to produce the input 
and output values for the production of 1 kg biofuel. Includ-
ing two electricity mix options (current EU mix and renew-
able electricity production), four different biofuel options 

exist in the eLCA (see Table 5). Note here, that the HVO 
(renewable) production process only requires CO2 input. 
This is due to the fact that Johanning uses a cut-off criterion 
of 2.5% (meaning that only substances with a high impact are 
considered) to reduce the number of in- and outputs.

Different results have been reported in the literature 
regarding the combustion emissions of biofuels. However, 
most studies agree that soot emissions are reduced, which 
is attributed to the lower aromatics content (and therefore 
higher hydrogen-to-carbon ratio) of biofuels. In turn, the 
higher hydrogen-to-carbon ratio leads to an increase in H2 O 
emissions, but also to a reduction in combustion tempera-
ture, which is favorable for lower NOx emissions. While 
reported results of CO and HC emissions of biofuels are 
conflicting, Blakey et al. state that it is likely to be linked to 
the content of aromatics of the fuel. Due to the larger LHV 
of biofuels (see Fig. 2), less fuel is required for the same 
mission, and, since CO2 emissions are directly proportional 
to the fuel flow rate, they are reduced. [19, 20, 58–60]

Recently, Voigt et al. reported on their experiments with 
a biofuel-powered A320 in respect of concerning contrail 

Table 4  Summary of A332-H design assumptions

Assumption/value Refs.

Tank configuration  Position Front-and-aft tanks (40–60%) [1, 2, 4, 5, 29]
 Arrangement Non-integral [2, 31]
 Geometry Cylindrical & conical shape with torispherical heads [2]
 Structure CFRP (IM7/977-2) pressure vessel with aluminum liner (Al 

2219 T851) & integrated bulkhead
[2, 4, 27, 34–36]

 Insulation Polyurethane closed cell foam and vapor barriers [2, 4, 34]
Tank design  Mechanical Storage pressure at 1.45bar (multiplied by 1.1 and 1.5 as 

safety factors)
[2]

 Thermal 20 ⋅ 10−3W∕(mK) , 2% ullage, 3.8% safety margin [2, 4, 27]
Others  Fuselage Double-deck

 TSFC 0.571 10−5kg∕(sN)

 Wing mass +6% [18]
 Fuselage mass +6% [2]
 Systems mass +80% [2]
 Trip fuel loss Additional 1.375% [27]

Fig. 5  Aircraft life cycle processes incorporated in the model [22, 
Fig. 3.3], taken from [49]
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cloudiness. They found that the use of biofuels with a low 
aromatics content reduced soot and ice crystal numbers by 
50–70% and increased ice crystal size [60]. This decreased 
contrail optical depth and lifetime, and thus reducing its 
radiative forcing [61, 62]. As contrail cirrus is the larg-
est contributor to aviation climate impact [63], this is an 
important finding. Bock simulated contrail radiative forc-
ing assuming a reduction of 80% in ice crystal number con-
centration, and found that the radiative forcing would be 
reduced by 58% [62, Ch. 6].

Nevertheless, it should be considered that (1) the emis-
sions depend on the exact composition of the biofuel, and 
(2) the experimental studies on biofuel emissions are report-
ing different reduction/increase potentials. Additionally, it is 
to be noted that the eLCA methodology does not consider 
the direct radiative forcing due to soot emissions, however, 
intrinsically includes them in the persistent contrail and 
contrail cirrus 1D climate functions derived for kerosene-
burning aircraft by [50, 51]. A reduction in soot emissions 
is coupled with a decrease in radiative forcing of persistent 
contrails and contrail cirrus, as they act as condensation 
nuclei in their formation.

In conclusion, and especially based on [61] and the latest 
personal communication with the authors, a baseline of 40% 
reduced contrails and contrail cirrus radiative forcing was 
chosen. The uncertainty is considered in a parameter study 
between 0 and 60% reduction in Sect. 3.4.

2.2.2  Adjustments for LH
2
 Aircraft

The adaptions for A332-H involve the LH2 production and 
combustion which replace the respective processes in the 
A332-K assessment. Furthermore, the aircraft material dis-
tribution is updated as shown in Table 6. Using the informa-
tion on the A330-200 provided in [46, Tab. 4.6], the material 
distribution of the A332-K and A332-H were recalculated. 
The recalculation was also required for the A332-K because 
the values given in [22, Table 3.8] do not include the landing 
gear and engines.

Moreover, a factor of 1.3 was applied to the development 
costs, which affect the energy consumption due to computer 
use and therefore the aircraft life cycle process of design and 
development (see Fig. 5). The research leading to this factor 
is described in detail in Sect. 2.3.2.

For LH2 production, Johanning considers two production 
pathways: steam reforming and electrolysis using renewa-
ble electricity. For completeness, the inputs and outputs for 
these two pathways are reproduced in Table 7.

In contrast to kerosene, the combustion of hydrogen and 
air produces only H 2 O, O 2 , and NOx emissions (see Fig. 7).

While H 2 O and O 2 emissions are directly proportional 
to the amount of fuel ( 8.94gH2O

∕kgH2
 and 7.94gO2

∕kgH2
 ), 

estimating the NOx emissions of hydrogen turbofans is still 
a subject of ongoing research. However, Marek et al. from 
NASA Glenn provide a P3T3-correlation function which 
was derived based on their experimental data of hydrogen-
burning turbofans using lean direct injection. For their injec-
tor configuration C44 (which performed best of all the tested 
configurations), the correlation function is as follows [64, 
Eq. 12]:

and for their configuration C3:

(4)
ppmNOx[−] = 9.355 ⋅ (143 ⋅ P3[MPa])0.275

⋅ �4.12
H2

[−] ⋅ �0.455[ms] ⋅ e
1.8 T3[K]−460

211 ⋅ 25−0.288

Table 5  In- and outputs in g for 
the production of 1 kg biofuel 
[22, 55]

Hard coal CO
2

Natural gas Crude oil CH
4

Brown coal SO
2

BtL (EU mix) 9780.0 44400.0 3530.0 1680.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BtL (renewable) 36.2 − 698.0 120.0 161.0 3.1 29.5 0.0
HVO (EU mix) 3543.0 13475.0 1800.0 741.0 0.0 5097.0 143.0
HVO (renewable) 0.0 − 9743.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Fig. 6  BtL and HVO process based on [56, Fig. 2], [57, Fig. 1]

4 C4 is based on C3. C3 is a conservative design based on 2005 gas 
turbine technology (center nozzle and six evenly distributed nozzles 
around it), whereas C4 replaces the center hole with four small radial 
jets per injection point.
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with P3 and T3 being the pressure and temperature at engine 
station three (last compressor exit face), �H2

 the equivalence 
ratio, and � the combustor residence time.

However, in this work, the NOx emissions are required to 
be in gNOx

 per kgH2
 (emission index). The following equation 

is used to convert from ppmNOx to EINOx (see derivation 
in Appendix 1):

with FAH2
 being the fuel-to-air ratio. From stoichiometric 

combustion of hydrogen and air follows that FAH2,stochio
 = 

0.0292 and with �H2
=

FAH2

FAH2,stochio

 and it is defined as:

The input data is summarized in the Appendix in Table 15. 
For C4 this leads to 0.63 gNOx

∕kgH2
 , and for C3 to 

3.14 gNOx
∕kgH2

 during cruise. While for C3 this value aligns 
well with the stated 3 gNOx

∕kgH2
 from in the AHEAD project 

[65], the EINOx of configuration C4 is a further 80% lower. 
Since the EINOx estimation of hydrogen-burning turbofans 
is a matter of current research, the baseline EINOx is chosen 
to be 3.14 gNOx

∕kgH2
 during cruise. However, changes in this 

value and their impact on the final results of the eLCA and 
the DOC are evaluated in a parameter study in Sect. 3.4.

Contrary to Johanning, who assumed a constant EINOx 
of the hydrogen engine for all mission segments, in this 
study the EINOx values for the individual mission segments 
are approximated from the cruise EINOx . For this purpose, 
the ICAO landing and take-off emission data and the cruise 
EINOx calculated as stated in [22] of the kerosene-burning 
Trent 772 engine of the A330-200 are used: by assuming the 
percentage split across the mission segments is similar for the 
hydrogen-burning counterpart, the individual EINOx values 

(5)
ppmNOx[−] = 101 ⋅ (143 ⋅ P3[MPa])0

⋅ �2.99
H2

[−] ⋅ �0.439[ms] ⋅ e
1.8 T3 [K]−460

547 ⋅ 200.165

(6)EINOx

[

gNOx

kgH2

]

=
1 + FAH2

[−]

FAH2
[−] ⋅ 533

⋅ ppmNOx[−]

(7)FAH2
[−] = 0.0292 ⋅ �H2

[−],

are calculated from the cruise value. This leads to the results 
provided in Table 8.

Similarly to the aircraft utilizing biofuels, it is expected 
that the contrails of H 2 aircraft have a lower optical depth 
and shorter lifetime [65, 66], however experimental flight test 
data have yet to be gathered. In the AHEAD project in 2016, 
a conservative 40% reduction in radiative forcing due to the 
reduced soot emissions was assumed by Grewe et al. [65]. Due 
to the uncertainties, the influence of this value was explored 
in a parameter study ranging from 0 to 60% reduction [65]. 
In a 2006 study, Ponater et al. found a reduction in contrail 
radiative forcing of about 11.5% for a pure LH2 aircraft fleet in 
1992 [66, Tab. 6], while in 2005, Marquardt et al. estimated a 
18% radiative forcing reduction for a 2015 inventory [67, Tab. 
2]. Due to the increase in knowledge about contrail radiative 
forcing over the past years, the estimate of the 2016 study by 
Grewe et al. is considered in this work, but also a 0 to 60% 
reduction potential is investigated in Sect. 3.4.

2.2.3  Summary

To environmentally assess the different aircraft concepts in 
their life cycles, the eLCA model of [22] is considered in this 
study. As baseline settings, the EU’s ELCD database, the 
impact assessment method ReCiPe 2008, the region world, the 
perspective hierarchist, and the average weighting are chosen. 

Table 6  Material distribution of 
the long-range aircraft in (%)

Aluminum Steel Composites Titanium Miscellaneous

A332-K and A332-BF 53.5 19.6 11.6 8.9 6.4
A332-H (Alu tanks) 58.4 15.7 10.0 7.4 8.5
A332-H (CFRP tanks) 55.7 16.2 12.0 7.7 8.4

Table 7  In- and outputs in g for 
the production of 1 kg LH2 [22]

Hard coal CO
2

Natural gas Crude oil CH
4

Brown coal SO
2

Steam reforming (EU mix) 1003.0 17534.0 510.0 210.0 160.0 1443.0 50.0
Electrolysis (renewable) 11.3 1524.0 0.0 10.4 0.0 28.1 0.0

Fig. 7  Combustion of kerosene and hydrogen with air in a gas turbine
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The indicator single score is used for the relative comparison 
between the designs.

Minor adaptions for considering the long-range aircraft 
A332-K are included and different production and combus-
tion paths for the new propellants biofuel and hydrogen are 
introduced. New material distribution and a factor of 1.3 on 
development costs for the A332-H are considered.

For the biofuel (fresh water microalga), the BtL and HVO 
production paths are used. The required electricity can either 
be based on the current EU electricity mix or renewable 
energies. The in- and outputs are summarized in Table 6. 
The combustion of biofuel is similar to kerosene but is 
assumed to be 40% lower in soot emissions.

LH2 can either be produced based on methane steam 
reforming or electrolysis. The in- and outputs are summa-
rized in Table 7. The hydrogen combustion results in only 
H 2 O ( 8.94gH2O

∕kgH2
 ), O 2 ( 7.94gO2

∕kgH2
 ), and NOX (see 

Table 8) emissions. Additionally, the radiative forcing is 
assumed to be reduced by 40%.

2.3  Direct operating cost model

A large number of direct operating cost models exist. 
Among the well-known methods for jet aircraft are the 
method of the Air Transport Association of America (ATA) 
from 1967 [68], of Liebeck (1995) which is based on the 
ATA method [69], of the Association of European Airlines 
(AEA) from 1989 [70, 71], and the method of the Techni-
cal University of Berlin (TUB) from 2013 [72]. Pohya et al. 
recently compared these methods in terms of the number 
of required input parameters, covered DOC elements, and 
results [73]. They conducted that the models differ mainly in 
(1) the amount of input parameters (e.g., AEA requires 17, 
whereas TUB model needs 11 inputs) and (2) in the consid-
ered cost elements (e.g., ATA does not include airport fees). 
DOC elements are generally divided into capical (deprecia-
tion, interest, insurance), energy, crew, environmental and 
airport fees, and maintenance costs [74]. These costs are 
dependent on the airline and its business model or region, 
which results in high uncertainties of the absolute values 
available by the empirical functions of the models. However, 
the DOC models are designed for relative comparison and 
can provide a general indication of different aircraft types 
and technologies [68, 73].

The TUB model requires a low number of input param-
eters, is the only method covering all DOC elements, and 

has shown good agreement of the absolute DOC value and 
the DOC element shares [73] with the other methods. For 
these reasons, the TUB model is chosen as a basis for this 
study. Several enhancements of the TUB model have been 
undertaken as summarized in Table 9 and outlined in more 
detail in [49].

– The kerosene price has been updated to the average price 
in 2019.

– A future kerosene price escalation is included ( 2.0% p.a. 
see [75] including, e.g. carbon tax; included in a param-
eter study).

– An inflation correction is added, permitting the calcula-
tion of the DOC for a user-specified year.

– For a complete and meaningful comparison of the con-
cepts, noise, NOx , and CO2 charges, levied around the 
world, are included.

Since the TUB model is only applicable to conventional air-
craft, additional modifications accounting for biofuel and 
LH2 aircraft have to be undertaken. These are described in 
the following two subsections and summarized in the last 
subsection.

2.3.1  Adjustments for Aircraft utilizing Biofuels

Since the biofuel is assumed to be a drop-in fuel, the only 
necessary change in the DOC model for the biofuel is the 
price of the fuel. Although lower aromatic and sulfur content 
of biofuels (and thus lower sulfur compound and particulate 
matter emissions) could lead to engine maintenance cost 
reductions [76], in this study a conservative approach is 
taken and this possible beneficial effect is neglected. Noise 
and NOx emissions of the aircraft utilizing biofuels are 
assumed to be the same as for kerosene-powered aircraft 
(see Sect. 2.1).

Biofuel price estimations vary widely in the literature and 
depend, among others, on the production pathway (e.g. FT, 
hydrodeoxygenation, HVO) and the type of bio-mass (e.g. 
algae, crop waste, forest product residues). Gehrer or Johan-
ning do not provide data on the BtL or HVO biofuel based 
on algae and therefore a literature research was conducted. 
Data on biofuels from different production methods were 
determined. Fig. 8 summarizes the estimated biofuel cost for 
hydrotreated (which includes HVO) and FT pathway (which 
includes BtL) biofuels.

The figure shows that producing biofuels by hydrotreating 
biomass is cheaper than the gasification-FT pathway. This 
can be attributed to the fact that gasification-FT is highly 
capital intensive [81]. Detailed information is listed in the 
following:

Table 8  NO
x
 emissions index ( g

NO
x

kg∕
H2

 ) of the LH2 long-range air-
craft for the different mission segments

Segment Idle Take-off Climb Cruise Approach

EINO
x

1.10 8.02 6.17 3.14 2.40
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– De Jong concludes that the price for the  nth production 
plant is 29.3 €/GJ (ca. 1€/l ) for the HEFA pathway (used 
cooking oil) and 38€/GJ (ca. 1.3€/l ) for the FT pathway 
(forest residues) [77, Fig. 7-1].

– Bann et al. estimated 0.91–1.06$∕l (0.80–0.94€/l ) for 
HEFA produced biofuels (biomass: yellow grease and 
tallow, respectively), and 1.15$∕l (1.02€/l ) for FT biofu-
els [78].

– Ram et al. determined the variation of FT biofuel costs 
around the world in 2050 and concluded that the cost 
varies between 0.70–1.45€/kg (0.55–1.10€/l ) [79, p.224].

– Graham et al. compared the biofuel costs produced with 
hydrodeoxygenation (1.03AU$/l or 0.64€/l ) and gasifica-
tion-FT (1.41AU$/l or 0.88€/l ) in Australia in 2011 [80, 
Fig. 11].

– Pavlenko et al. calculated the levelized cost of biofuels 
for different production pathways. Results vary between 
0.88–3.44€/l for all considered production pathways 
(1.34–1.87€/l for gasification-FT pathway, and 0.88–
1.09€/l for HEFA pathway) [81, Fig. 2].

– Diego Rojas et al. conducted a survey in 2019 and found 
near-term biofuel price estimations varying between 1.10 
and 4.06€/l , but did not indicate the underlying assump-
tions (production pathway, biomass type, ...) [82].

Due to uncertainties (e.g., reference year not stated), a con-
servative value of 2€/l is chosen for both biofuels for the 
financial year of 2019.5 The influence of this choice on the 
results will be explored in a parameter study in Sect. 3.4.

2.3.2  Adjustments for LH
2
 Aircraft

For the development of a LH2 aircraft DOC model, first, a 
literature survey of LH2 subsonic aircraft cost models was 
undertaken. The results are summarized in Table 10.

All surveyed studies used a basic model for conventional 
aircraft and adapted it to LH2 aircraft. In doing so, different 
basic models and adaptions have been pursued. Although 
most of the studies use a different basic model, the changes 
compared to the baseline model are similar. All studies have 
adjusted the fuel price value to reflect hydrogen cost. Most 
studies have also modified the aircraft price (capital cost 
estimation) to factor in the increased development costs. 
Three out of nine studies also changed the engine main-
tenance cost and/or the airframe maintenance cost. The 
respective factors are also shown in the table.

As indicated in Sect. 2.3, the basic model chosen within 
this study is the TUB model, as was also used by [27]. Based 
on the conducted literature survey, the following changes 
have been introduced:

– The fuel price is adopted to a value reflecting the price of 
LH2 . Fig. 9 shows the results of a hydrogen cost literature 
survey. The data is quite scattered, but narrows towards 
2050. In this study, a LH2 price of 4.07$/kg is assumed 
for 2040 (equals 2.66$/kg assumed for 2019). However, 
due to the uncertainties associated with this value, it is 
included in a parameter study in Sect. 3.4. Boil-off losses 
during flight are calculated within the mission perfor-
mance and taken into account during tank sizing (see 
Sect. 2.1). They are included in the block fuel mass. In 
addition, 1.4% refueling losses are taken into account [27, 
p.160]. Additional electricity and helium costs for pump-
ing the fuel, pressurizing and purging the fueling system 
are not considered. Mangold calculates the resulting LH2 
price increase to be between 0.45% and 13.62% , depend-
ing on the chosen fueling system [87, Tab. 3.4].

– Due to the new technology involved in LH2 aircraft, 
allowing for increased development costs and the addi-
tional cost of the LH2 tanks seems reasonable. A factor 
of 1.3 is chosen based on the literature survey for the 
aircraft price. However, due to the uncertainty of this 
factor, it is included in a parameter variation.

– Running gas turbines on hydrogen will eliminate cok-
ing and other deposits in the combustion chamber and 
turbine. Furthermore, more uniform heat distribution in 

Table 9  DOC model updated values and enhancements

a Is equivalent to 80.13 $2019∕bbl

Variable Value

Kerosene price 0.517 € 2019∕kg
a

Kerosene price escalation 2.0% p.a.
Unit cost rate noise 2.82 €2019∕noise unit
Unit cost rate NO

x
3.70 € 2020∕kg

CO2 allowance price 15.5 € 2019∕t
Portion of auct. emission cert. 0.15

Fig. 8  Biofuel cost estimations in literature for hydrotreated fuels and 
fuels produced via the gasification-FT pathway (average data from 
[77–81])

5 With an assumed density of biofuel of 0.77kg∕l this translates to 
2.6€/kg.
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the combustion chamber is anticipated, emphasizing the 
likelihood of a longer lifetime and fewer required main-
tenance checks of hydrogen gas turbines. According to 
[2, p.219] a factor of 0.7 is adopted.

– The larger airframe, advanced propulsion distribution 
system, and the LH2 tanks are likely to increase the 
airframe maintenance cost due to shorter maintenance 
intervals (see [6, p.27], [27, p.161]). Unfortunately, no 
relevant data is available. Thus, in [4], a factor range 
is used, and in [27] the repair costs are scaled with the 
increased OEM of hydrogen aircraft in addition to a man-
hour increase of 7% (arbitrary choice). In this work, the 
OEM scaling is adopted and the additional increase 
of man-hours is accounted for in a parameter study in 
Sect. 3.4.

– Since studies on the turnaround time of LH2 aircraft 
showed that no major time differences in comparison to 
kerosene-fueled aircraft are to be expected [3, 83, 87, 97, 
98], the block time and aircraft utilization calculations of 
the DOC method remain unchanged.

As described above, the TUB DOC model is enhanced 
with environmental charges, such as noise and NOx . The 
NOx emissions of the LH2 aircraft are calculated as outlined 
in Sect. 2.2. Noise emissions are more difficult to estimate, 
and hence, this work relies on the results of previous LH2 
aircraft studies. The results of the CRYOPLANE study indi-
cate that no change in noise compared to a kerosene-burning 
aircraft is to be expected [1, p.4]. Steiner reasons that the 
LH2 aircraft concept would be quieter than a kerosene-burn-
ing aircraft sized for the same requirements because of the 
lower MTOM, thus either resulting in (1) a shorter take-off 
runway and higher climb slope for the same thrust, or (2) 
smaller required engines for a constant design point [27, 
p.7]. Brewer et al. computed the noise levels of two LH2 air-
craft designs (mid-range and long-range) according to FAR 
Part 36 (see Table 11) [83].

The main findings of Brewer are that irrespective of 
design range, LH2 aircraft are quieter at the flyover point, 
have similar noise at sideline, and are noisier during the 
approach. Brewer suggests that the lower noise at flyover can 
be attributed to the lower MTOM and that the larger noise 
during approach originates in the fact that the LH2 aircraft 
need a higher throttle setting to maintain the 3◦ glide slope 
during approach because they have smaller engines and a 
lower lift-to-drag ratio, but the same mass as the kerosene-
counterpart after the full mission. [83, p.185]

Based on these findings, two cases are examined in 
Sect. 3.4 in a parameter study: (1) no change in noise com-
pared to the kerosene-burning aircraft, and (2) −5EPNdB at 
flyover, −0EPNdB at sideline, and +1.5 EPNdB at approach 
compared to the kerosene-burning aircraft.

2.3.3  Summary

To economically assess the different aircraft concepts, the 
TUB DOC model [72] is considered in this study. Minor 
enhancements including the environmental charges are 
included. The model was extended with the options for 
biofuel and hydrogen aircraft, whereas for biofuel (both 
BtL and HVO) only the fuel price is changed to an esti-
mated value of 2.6 €2019∕kg based on an extensive literature 
review (cf. 0.517 €2019∕kg for kerosene). For the LH2 air-
craft, changes for the fuel price (2.66 €2019∕kg ), the aircraft 
price (factor of 1.3), the engine (factor of 0.7) and airframe 
maintenance costs (factor of 1.07) are incorporated. In terms 
of the environmental charges, NOx emissions for A332-H 
are adapted, but the same noise assumptions as for A332-K 
are considered.

Table 10  Summary of hydrogen aircraft cost models survey in literature

Refs. Model used in source Changes compared to basic model

Fuel price Aircraft price Engine maint. Airframe maint.

[1] No/unknown Yes, for same DOC Yes, factor unknown No/unknown No/unknown
[2] ATA Yes, for same DOC No/unknown Factor 0.7 No/unknown
[3] Burns Yes, for same energy Yes, factor unknown No/unknown No/unknown
[4] Liebeck Yes, for same DOC Factor 1.1–1.5 No/unknown Factor 1.1 − 1.5

[27] TUB Yes, incl. losses Factor ≈ 1.059 Factor 0.7 Factor 1.07 + OEM scaling
[83] ATA Yes, incl. boil-off rate Factor ≈ 1.49 Factor 0.67 No/unknown
[84] PrADO Yes No/unknown No/unknown No/unknown
[85] Unknown Yes No/unknown No/unknown No/unknown
[86] TUB Yes Yes, fuel system mass No/unknown Yes, fuel system mass
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3  Results and discussion

The results of applying the established methodology are 
presented in this chapter. It is subdivided into five parts: 
in Sect. 3.1, a comparison of the A332-K and A332-H in 
terms of aircraft design is presented, in Sects. 3.2 and 3.3, 
the eLCA and DOC results are shown, and in Sect. 3.4, the 
parameter studies are discussed. Lastly, in Sect. 3.5, the 
results are summarized. It should be highlighted that the 
ecological and economic assessment results have to be inter-
preted as benchmarks as the high need for assumptions leads 
to higher uncertainty.

3.1  Design comparison of A332‑K and A332‑H

The aircraft design of the A332-K and A332-H is under-
taken based on the methodology described in Sect. 2.1. The 
essential specifications are provided in Table 12.

As MTOM decreases (by 16.4% ), the wing area and span 
reduce which is due to the constant aspect ratio (see Table 1) 
and a similar wing loading, respectively the design point. 
This ensures that both A332-K and A332-H have compa-
rable take-off and landing field lengths. Additionally, the 

fuselage length decreases slightly and the diameter increases 
significantly due to the double deck configuration. As a con-
sequence, the lift-to-drag ratio decreases. Furthermore, the 
OEM increases by 9.51% due to the heavy hydrogen tanks 
( 6.26 t total, 0.794 gravimetric efficiency), additional rein-
forcements in wing and fuselage, additional systems mass, 
and the related snowball effects. Due to these reasons and 
due to the higher LHV, the fuel mass reduces by 63.3% . The 
lower mass results in a slight flater cruise slope (mission 
profile see Appendix Fig. 17; initial cruise altitude fixed 
see Table 1). Overall, although the fuel mass is drastically 
reduced, the energy use of the A332-H increases by 2.87%.

To validate the results, the following sources were used: 
The estimation of the tank mass is comparable to the results 
of Brewer [2], given that his design has a 6.5% higher fuel 
mass and that in this study 30% tank weight is saved due to 
the use of CFRP. For the same design range, similar pay-
load mass, same insulation type, but with different structural 
improvement factors and aluminum tanks, he estimated a 
total tank mass of 10.5 t [2, Table 4-38]. The energy use, 
however, varies widely in the literature. For long-range air-
craft, Brewer states a reduction of 12% [2, Table 4-15], but 
within the report of Airbus an increase by 9% is assumed 
(based on a minimum change approach) [1]. Troeltsch et al. 
estimated a 1% reduction when comparing the optimum 
conventional to the LH2 design [5]. The result is strongly 
dependent on the chosen baseline aircraft and their design 
assumptions, which are often not clearly stated. However, 
similar results to this study are shown in [29, Fig.2], in 
which Verstraete determines the variation of energy effi-
ciency with range. With similar TLARs made in this study, 
Verstraete predicts an energy increase of 5%.

Figure 10 depicts the new design of the hydrogen aircraft 
in a 3D view.

3.2  eLCA results

Seven configurations were examined in the eLCA: (1) 
A332-K, (2) A332-H with LH2 based on steam methane 
reforming, (3) A332-H with LH2 produced from electrolysis, 
(4) A332-BF with BtL produced with the current EU elec-
tricity mix, (5) A332-BF with BtL produced with renewable 
energies, (6) A332-BF with HVO produced with the current 
EU electricity mix, (7) A332-BF with HVO produced with 
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Fig. 9  Hydrogen cost estimations from the literature (data from [2, 3, 
6, 27, 83, 86, 88–96]). Note that most studies did not include infor-
mation about the year the price was attributed to if it was a predic-
tion for the future. If a paper only included a value for an unspeci-
fied “future” year, it was assumed that it would be +15years from the 
study’s date of publication

Table 11  Noise levels in 
[EPNdB] of FAR Part 36 noise 
analysis of transport aircraft 
from [83, Tab. 33]

Mid-range Long-range

[EPNdB] Jet A LH2 � Jet A LH2 �

Flyover 92.68 88.11 −4.57 94.23 89.20 −5.03

Sideline 86.40 86.38 −0.02 87.80 87.16 −0.64

Approach 96.63 97.86 +1.23 96.70 98.44 +1.74
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renewable energies. These concepts were finally evaluated 
based on the environmental impact indicator single score 
to investigate whether and to what extent the environmen-
tal impact can be reduced in comparison to the kerosene-
powered aircraft. Table 16 in Appendix 2 summarizes the 
absolute single score values for all aircraft concepts for the 
baseline scenario (steam reforming or EU-mix of electric-
ity) and future scenario (electrolysis or renewable energies).

Figure 11 shows the relative SS change of A332-H and 
A332-BF compared to the A332-K in both scenarios (base-
line in filled, future in patterned bars).

For all configurations in the baseline scenario, the total 
SS is higher compared to the reference (A332-BF (BtL): 
+548% , A332-BF (HVO): +238% , A332-H: +14.8% ), which 
means that these configurations are more harmful than the 
A332-K. For the H 2 aircraft, this is mainly linked to (1) 
CO2 emissions in the H 2 process of steam reforming and 
(2) the formation of contrails and cirrus clouds due to the 
combustion of hydrogen. These effects result in increased 
damage to human health ( +37.2% ) and ecosystem diversity 
( +39.1% ) leveling out the positive effect of the decreased 
damage on resource availability ( −47.1% ). For both biofu-
els, all endpoint categories are negatively affected due to 
the high energy demand in the fuel production process that 
compensates the beneficial effect of algae of being capable 
of binding CO2 during its cultivation. However, HVO has 
a lower impact because the process requires half as much 
energy as the BtL process.

For all configurations in the future scenario, the total SS 
is lower compared to the reference, which means that they 
are less harmful than the A332-K (A332-BF (BtL): −35.8% , 
A332-BF (HVO): −112% , A332-H: −59.5% ). The major 
driver for A332-BF (BtL) and A332-H is the lower dam-
age to resource availability ( −73.7% , −99.0% respectively). 
Their production processes require less mineral or fossil 
fuel resources such as crude oil or natural gas. Additionally, 
switching to electrolysis and renewable energies drastically 
reduces CO2 emissions. The highest impact reduction is 
achieved by A332-BF (HVO). The reason lies in Johanning’s 
methodology, in which the input and outputs for the produc-
tion of 1 kg HVO biofuel with renewables only require CO2 
(other fall below the cut-off criterion, see Table 5). These 
findings match the tendencies of the results of Johanning 
[22, 55].

3.3  DOC results

In the DOC analysis, three configurations were examined 
in the EIS year 2040: (1) A332-K, (2) A332-H, and (3) 
A332-BF (because no differentiation was made between the 
two biofuel production processes, see Sect. 2.3.1).

Figure 12 compares the shares of the DOC elements (cap-
ital, energy costs etc.) of A332-K, A332-H and A332-BF 
relative to the total DOC of the conventional aircraft.

It shows two important outcomes: First, the highest cost 
share for all configurations is the energy cost (A332-K: 
0.52, A332-H: 0.54, A332-BF: 1.60), whereas the lowest 
share has the environmental fee (A332-K: 0.01, A332-H: 
0.00, A332-BF: 0.01). Secondly, both the hydrogen and the 
biofuel aircraft show an increase in total DOC (A332-H: 
+10.8% , A332-BF: +108% ). For the hydrogen aircraft, 
this is linked to its higher OEM and H 2 cost and therefore 
increased capital and energy cost. For the biofuel aircraft, 
it is attributed to the high fuel cost. The results for the con-
ventional aircraft can be validated based on the study of Lee 
et al. which analyzes the DOC of wide-body passenger air-
craft in Hong Kong [99, Figure 9]. The estimate of 10 cent /
(NM-PAX) for the A330-200 operating in long-haul mode 
with 300 passengers approximates the results of this study 
at 9 cent /(NM-PAX).

3.4  Parameter studies

As discussed in Chapter 2, there are inputs in the design, the 
eLCA, and the DOC model that underlie uncertainties (e.g. 
the in-flight boil-off, contrail radiative forcing, and the fuel 
price). To analyze the potential impact on the results, param-
eter studies for these values were conducted. In Sect. 3.4.1, 
results of the parameter studies that have a major impact on 
the aircraft design, the eLCA, or DOC results are shown. 
Results with a minor impact are described in Sect. 3.4.2.

3.4.1  Parameters with major impact

The first parameter study with a major impact shown in 
Fig. 13 deals with a design variation and depicts the effect 

Table 12  Key specifications of the A332-H compared to the reference 
aircraft A332-K (EIS 2040)

aBlock and reserves
bLHV kerosene 42.8 MJ∕kg , H 2 120 MJ∕kg

A332-K A332-H �

Wing area ( m2) 312 262 −16.0%

Wing span ( m) 56.1 51.3 −8.56%

Fuselage length ( m) 57.9 57.7 −0.35%

Fuselage diameter ( m) 5.70 7.25 +27.2%

MTOM ( kg) 198, 500 165, 900 −16.4%

OEM ( kg) 94, 050 103, 000 +9.51%

Fuel massa ( kg) 65, 530 24, 040 −63.3%

Lift-to-drag ratio (–) 21.3 20.0 −6.10%

Energy use 9.40 9.67 +2.87%

 (kJ∕100km∕seat)b
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of the hydrogen tank material (CFRP and aluminum), shape 
and position (conic in tail and cylindrical in cabin) on the 
A332-H specifications.

The figure shows the negative impact for both (1) a 
conic aluminum tank and (2) a cylindrical CFRP aft tank. 
The first case has, as expected, a large effect on OEM due 
to the heavy tanks ( 8.79 t instead of 6.26 t ). The fuselage 
length is slightly increased by 0.16% due to the increased 
fuel mass ( 2.08% ). The second case has a greater effect due 
to the increased fuselage length by 8.99% which results in 
an increased fuel mass ( 5.42% ) and a reduced lift-to-drag 
ratio ( 1.20% ). Overall, both configurations result in a MTOM 
increase of 2.87 and 3.34% , respectively.

Another design parameter variation deals with the effect 
of tank mass or gravimetric tank efficiency �grav,tank on the 
A332-H design. As mentioned in Sect. 2.1.3.3, a range of 

0.3 to 0.85 for �grav,tank is feasible, whereas the 0.793 in the 
baseline case is in the upper and more optimistic range. 
To investigate the lower and pessimistic range, factors of 
6 and 7 were applied on the tank mass in the design pro-
cess. This results in �grav,tank of 0.390 and 0.353 and yields 
a similar result shown in the Clean Sky report [6] (0.380 
efficiency, +42.0% energy use). In Fig. 14, the A332-H 
changes with different �grav,tank compared to the A332-K are 
displayed (including [6] case): it is visible that �grav,tank and 
respectively the tank mass has a significant impact on the 
aircraft design in this study increasing the energy demand 
from +2.87% for the baseline A332-H to +35.6% or +40.8% 
for a more pessimistic view.

After discussing design parameter studies, in the fol-
lowing two parameter variation concerning eLCA are 
presented.

The first eLCA parameter study was conducted for the 
EINOx configurations for the A332-H. If the injector con-
figuration C4 (cruise EINOx = 0.63) is selected instead of 
C3 (cruise EINOx = 3.14), the total SS reduces in the base-
line scenario by 1.23% and in the future scenario by 2.69% . 
Comparing these results with the effects of contrail radia-
tive forcing mentioned next, the reduction from the contrails 
radiative forcing has a higher impact. This is supported by 
the studies of [63], which attribute a higher effective radia-
tive forcing to contrails and cirrus clouds than to NOx emis-
sions (57.4 and 17.5 m W∕m2 , respectively).

The next parameter variation concerns the reduction of 
the contrail radiative forcing which affects the eLCA of 
A332-H and A332-BF BtL and HVO. Fig. 15 shows the 
behavior on the relative SS compared to the A332-K by var-
ying the contrail radiative forcing factor for both baseline 
and future scenario. As discussed in Sects. 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, 
the base reduction factor for the contrail radiative forcing is 
set to 0.4. The figure shows that by increasing the reduction 
factor the relative SS linearly reduces and vice versa, e.g. 
for the A332-BF (BtL) in the baseline scenario, the SS is 
+548% for a 0.4 factor, reduced to +544% for a 0.6 factor, 
and increased +553% for a 0.2 factor. For all biofuel configu-
rations, a gradient of 2.10% per 0.1 variation of the contrail 
radiative forcing is visible. The H 2 configurations are more 
sensitive with a gradient of 5.58% per 0.1 factor variation.

Next, the economical aspects are considered. Given that it 
is currently unknown what the capital cost impact of a transi-
tion to a H 2 aircraft would be, a parametric study was con-
ducted in this context. The baseline factor of 1.3 is examined 
and varied by −100 to +100% (see Fig. 19 in the Appendix 
4). The results show, that per 10% increase in the factor, the 
capital cost increases by 14.7% and the total DOC by 3.2% . 
If instead of a factor of 1.3, a factor of 0.88 was chosen, 
the capital costs of the A332-H would be similar to that of 
the A332-K. This is because the capital cost derivation also 
includes the OEM. It can be concluded, that the factor has a 

Fig. 10  3D views of A332-H in ADEBO (cabin in light blue, tanks 
in pink)
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decisive effect on the total DOC, but is not a realistic factor 
in leveling the costs between the A332-K and A332-H.

Another parameter study considered is the fuel price 
escalation of kerosene (baseline 2% , see Table 9). To assess 
the sensitivity, a variation from 0 to 4% was conducted in 
this context. The results show that doubling the escalator 
will lead to 26% higher total cost per flight—halving it will 
decrease it by 10% (see Appendix Fig. 20). Even though the 
total cost per flight is highly sensitive to the jet fuel price 
escalator, there are few forecasts for its prediction. For crude 
oil, the Annual Energy Outlook 2022 expects growth of 3.1%
p.a. from 2021 to 2050 (Brent crude oil spot prices [100]). 
However, previous statistics showed that the price of jet fuel 
is highly dependent on world occurrences. Events like the 
European debt crisis, the fracking boom, the COVID-19 
pandemic, and the Ukraine war had all an impact on fore-
casting the price (e.g., [101]).

Additionally, the LH2 and biofuel price influence on DOC 
are examined in a parameter study. Fig. 16 shows the relative 
change in total DOC of the A332-H and A332-BF compared 
to the A332-K plotted against the change in fuel price.

There are two important findings: firstly, the fuel price 
is a decisive factor in the total DOC because of its high 
proportion of the energy cost (compare Fig. 12). Per 10% 
increase in the hydrogen fuel price, the total DOC increases 
by 5.43% , while for the aircraft utilizing biofuels an increase 
of 16.0% results. Secondly, the hydrogen fuel price needs to 
fall by 23.9% and the biofuel price by 67.5% respectively, 
to achieve the same conventional aircraft total DOC. One 
proposal to reduce the hydrogen fuel cost is to use potential 
synergy effects at the airport and hence to increase eco-
nomics of scale. This is illustrated in Fig. 18 in the Appen-
dix, which shows the options for the LH2 supply and use 

at airports. To increase the economies of scale, hydrogen-
powered land-side traffic (cars, cabs, shuttles, buses) and 
ground support vehicles are particularly useful in increasing 
the economies of scale. Likewise, it can be envisioned that 
LH2 is also resold locally by the airport.

3.4.2  Parameters with Minor Impact

The following describes the results of parameter studies 
that have a minor impact ( < 0.5% ) on their evaluation 
criterion: The examined in-flight boil-off has a minor 
effect on the MTOM, OEM, and necessary fuel mass of 
the A332-H design (Fig.21 in Appendix 4). The results 
show that the impact of a 10% change in the venting per-
centage has an impact of 0.2% on the fuel mass and energy 
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efficiency. Parameter studies which have a minor effect 
on the total DOC are the change in the man-hour factor, 
the noise cases, and the EINOx configurations. The results 
show that the impact of a 10% change in the man-hours 
factor has an impact of 0.1% on the total DOC (see Fig. 22 
in Appendix 4). Comparing the two noise cases presented 
in Sect. 2.3.2, the results show an impact of 0.01% on 
the total DOC. This is because the noise and emissions 
costs have a total DOC share of < 0.1% . Comparing con-
figurations C3 and C4 for the EINOx , the results show 
an impact of −0.1% on the total DOC. This is due to the 
abovementioned correlation of a low emissions cost 
share. Due to the minor influence on the overall results, 
the assumed values are considered acceptable.

3.5  Summary

Table 13 gives an overview of the results conducted in 
Sects. 3.1–3.3 and of the parameter studies in Sect. 3.4.

4  Conclusion and future work

This study has developed a methodology to design and evaluate 
long-range hydrogen and biofuel transport aircraft with respect to 
their environmental life cycle and direct operating cost. Different 
scenarios have been investigated and parameter studies conducted, 
thus determining under which conditions hydrogen and biofuel 
aircraft might be a viable option for reducing aviation’s climate 
impact. The main findings of the study are that (1) in terms of 
the aircraft design, liquid hydrogen as a fuel offers a significant 

reduction in fuel mass, but increases energy consumption, (2) for 
both biofuel and hydrogen aircraft the highest priority is covering 
energy demand with renewable energies to reduce the climate 
impact, and (3) both new propellants result in higher operating 
costs than conventional aircraft. The main drivers of this study 
that would achieve an environmental impact reduction and lower 
operating costs are lightweight hydrogen storage tanks, reduced 
contrail radiative forcing, and low hydrogen and biofuel prices. 
Table 14 summarizes the main findings of this study in respect 
of the environmental (SS) and economic (DOC) evaluation of 
hydrogen and biofuel aircraft.

Hence, it can be concluded that the use of hydrogen or 
biofuel as propellants offers a potential solution for achieving 
the objective of an environmentally neutral aviation industry. 
Here, it should be considered whether the effort involved in a 
new aircraft design required for the use of hydrogen compared 
to the use of drop-in biofuels is worthwhile, in particular when 
biofuels such as HVO are considered. This strongly depends 
on the results of contrail radiative forcing research and the 
political fuel price subsidy and taxation decisions made for 
both propellants.

An important paradox should also be highlighted here, as 
the results of the paper contradict current politics. The cur-
rent trend to use SAFs as a way to combat climate change 
should be taken with caution. Despite the ease of imple-
mentation in the aircraft due to the possible 100% replace-
ment of kerosene, huge drawbacks can result due to the 
energy demand of the fuel production process. A hydro-
gen-powered aircraft also seems to be a solution, although 
its development and construction is still in its infancy. It 
should also be emphasized that the lack of mission range 
flexibility can be a serious problem and may prevent fleet 
integration and use by airlines.
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Future work associated with this study should consider 
improvements to the hydrogen and biofuel design processes 
with more detailed models and adaptions. Topics that could 
be further exploited in order to increase the accuracy of the 
hydrogen design, are the wing surface cooling for laminar 
flow [2, 102] and the engine TSFC increase [2, 103]. The 
biofuel aircraft design process can be adapted to take into 
consideration its higher LHV and lower density. Further-
more, investigations of the integration of hydrogen-powered 
fuel cells or other SAFs based on e.g. cooking oil would be 
of interest.

Additionally, H 2 safety standards are still open in discus-
sion which can influence essential assumptions in this design, 
such as the front-and-aft storage tank configuration. Also, the 
impact of off-design missions on hydrogen aircraft should be 
considered in detail. The inflexible operations in range of this 
aircraft concept could lead to an impact on air transport sys-
tems such as the fleet or network modeling.

Of equal importance is using an up-to-date database to 
reflect the latest developments in eLCA and updating the 
model to the fully revised ReCiPe 2016 methodology.

A Appendix

A.1 NO
x
 Emission index derivation and input data

Derivation of ppmNOx to EINOx
 conversion:

Assume that NOx ≈ NO2 , with molar mass MNO2
= 46 g/mol . 

From stoichiometric combustion of hydrogen with air, the 
molar mass of the exhaust Mexhaust is found:

Then with m = M ⋅ n:

(8)

EINOx

[

gNOx

kgH2

]

=
ṁNOx

ṁfuel

⋅

103 g

kg

=
ṁNOx

ṁair ⋅ FAH2

⋅

103 g

kg

=
ṁNOx

ṁair ⋅ FAH2

ṁair (1 + FAH2
)

ṁexhaust

⋅

103 g

kg

=
1 + FAH2

FAH2

ṁNOx

ṁexhaust

⋅

103 g

kg

=
1 + FAH2

FAH2

mNOx

mexhaust

⋅

103 g

kg

(9)H2 + 0.5(O2 + 3.76N2) ⟶ 1H2O + 1.88N2

(10)

Mexhaust =
1

1 + 1.88
⋅MH2O

+
1.88

1 + 1.88
⋅MN2

=
1

1 + 1.88
⋅ 18 g/mol +

1.88

1 + 1.88
⋅ 28 g/mol

≈ 24.5 g/mol

Table 13  Overview of the design, eLCA, and DOC studies and results

General Major impact parameter study Minor impact parameter study

Design A332-K (BF as drop-in) and 
A332-H: results in Table 12

(1) H 2 tank material (CFRP/ alu) & location (tail/ cabin)
(2) �grav,tank

(1) H 2 in-flight boil-off

eLCA 7 configurations: results in Fig. 11 (1) H 2 injection configuration
(2) H 2 & BF contrail radiative forcing

DOC 3 configurations: results in Fig. 12 (1) H 2 capital cost impact
(2) Kerosene fuel price escalation
(3) H 2 & BF fuel price

(1) H 2 man-hour factor
(2) H 2 noise
(3) H 2 injection configuration

Table 14  Relative comparison of SS and DOC of A332-H and 
A332-BF versus A332-K

Baseline scenario Future scenario

eLCA A332-H +14.8% −59.5%

A332-BF (BtL) +548% −35.8%

A332-BF (HVO) +238% −112%

DOC A332-H +10.8%

A332-BF +108%

Table 15  Inputs for EI
NO

x

 calculation for C3 and C4 (Equations 4, 5, 
6)

For cruise conditions, P3 , T3 , FAH2
 and � were estimated from the data 

of a Trent 892 turbofan as provided in [104]

Input Value

P3 1.257MPa

�
H2

FA
H2
∕0.0292 = 0.02103

� 2 ms

T3 735 K

FA
H2

fuel flow/core flow = FA
Kero

∕2.55 = 0.9527∕2.55

∕(444.882∕(1 + 6.3077)) = 0.00614
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A.2 eLCA results supplementary information

See Table 16.

(11)

EINOx

[

gNOx

kgH2

]

=
1 + FAH2

FAH2

nNO2
⋅ 46 g/mol

nexhaust ⋅ 24.5 g/mol
⋅

103 g

kg

=
1 + FAH2

FAH2
⋅ 533

⋅ ppmNOx

A.3. Mission profile

See Fig. 17.

A.4 Parameter study results

See Figs. 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22.

Table 16  Comparison of total SS [points/passenger-kilometer] of 
hydrogen and biofuel fueled versus conventional aircraft for the base-
line and future scenario

A332-K A332-H A332-BF (BtL) A332-BF (HVO)

Baseline 1.42E−02 1.63E−02 9.20E−03 4.79E−02
Future – 5.74E−03 9.11E−03 − 1.73E−03

Fig. 17  Mission profiles of A332-K and A332-H

Fig. 18  Options for LH2-supply of airports and its usage (from [105, Fig. 2])
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